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* object of interest'; and, as we shall see, instead of calling
the experience the interest, we can more properly talk of an
attentive process, or a condition of paying attention.
The fundamental interests of the human being, therefore,
are the instincts themselves, those inherited structural dis-
positions which determine their possessor to perceive and pay
attention to certain objects. But besides those innate struc-
tures, we have the more complex, acquired dispositions which
we call sentiments; and the idea round which a sentiment is
organized is an acquired object of interest. To say that a man
is interested in photography is merely another way of saying
that he has a sentiment for photography, the sentiment itself
being an acquired interest. This brings out the important
point that mere knowledge of a subject does not necessarily
imply a direct interest in it. Interest is conative rather than
cognitive; the emotions must be organized round the idea of
the object of interest. It is true, of course, that the possession
Tif a sentiment impels a man to acquire knowledge about its
object; but, at the same time, many people acquire knowledge
about things in which they have no direct interest.
We are now in a position to see the very intimate connexion
between attention and interest.    They are merely different
ways of looking at the same thing, like the two sides of a coin.
The fact underlying both is an organized disposition in the
mental structure.    We use the word ' interest * for the structure
itself, while we use the word 'attention* to describe the ex-
perience which that structure is always ready to determine—
the experience of thinking of certain objects and of being active  .
in relation to them.    " To have an interest in any object is, *
then, to be ready to pay attention to it"; l while attention »
always implies the activity of some mental structure.    "In-
terest is latent attention • and attention is interest in action." *
"Attention is interest determining cognitive process.** 2
So far we have been considering only the attention that is
governed by instincts or sentiments. Such attention, since it
needs no effort of will to sustain it, may properly be called
1 McDougall, An Outline of Psychology, p. 277.
1 Stout, 77u Groundwork of Psychology, p. 48.

